
Journeys 

Reception  

 

Understanding the World (UW) 

People and Communities 

- Journeys made on foot - our local area (shops, park, church, pub) 

- Go on a welly walk - look at natural landscape (hill, river, field) 

- Look at maps and identify journeys taken and transport used. 

The World 

- Journeys made by road, rail, track or trail.  

- Trip to the seaside on a steam train.  

- Up in the air -planes, hot air balloons; visiting different countries 
around the world) 

- Floating and sinking—making model boats. 

-Technology 

- Decorate a Bee-Bot to look like different vehicles and follow 
drawn maps. 

- Paint/drawing program on IWB for children to draw a transport 
picture.  

Literacy (L) 

-Non fiction: Information books about transport and vehicles. Atlases and maps. Tickets, passports. De-
scribing real journeys made.  

-Fiction: Reading stories about fantasy journeys (We’re going on a Bear Hunt, Rosie’s Walk, 
The Train Ride, Mr Gumpy’s Outing, Story-making - making own amazing journey stories.  
Postcards 

-Poetry: Reading and creating shape poems (sea, mountains)  

Mathematics (M) 

- Counting and recognising numbers, shape and pattern (on-going) 

- Data collection—pictograms of how children travel to school.  

- Money - buying stamps in the post office. Finding correct coins. 

- Time - How long does a journey take? 

Communication and Language (C&L) 

- Small World: Car mat and vehicles, 
train sets, woodland walk. 

- Role Play: Create a  class Post Of-
fice. Children buy and send cards and 
letters, wrap parcels and label them. 

Phonics—Read Write Inc. (cont.) 

-Securing Set 2 sounds - confidently 
blending  and segmenting to read and write 
longer words including 2 and 3 syllable 
words. 

- Learn Set 3 sounds—how to say and 
write them. 

-Practising blending (for reading) and seg-
menting (for writing). 

-Learning to read (and spell) ‘red tricky 
words’ -e.g. I, said, you, he. 

- Continue to learn to read Read Write 
Inc. Books independently.  

- Learn the alphabet song. 

Expressive Arts and Design (EAD) 

Music: Listen to different music for different journeys 
(floating, racing). Use instruments to make sounds of different 
vehicles.  

Creative: Make model vehicles (junk). Track /tyre printing. Paper 
planes—design.  

Construction: Use large boxes to create trains and carriages. 
Train set construction. 

Art Day: David Hockney ‘Journeys’ - mixed media. 

Physical Development (PD) 

- P. E: Ball games with Mr Dibden. 

- Sports Day practise.- 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development (PSED) 

- Virtues - Gentleness and Trustworthiness. 

- Jigsaw Scheme ‘Changes’. 

-Transition to Year 1 - preparing for change.  

Helping your child at home 

-Share library books. Read their RWI reading books and ORT books regularly with your child. Read to them at bedtime.  

- Help your child practice reading and writing the phonic sounds for sets 1, 2. and 3 and to read and spell the ‘tricky’ red words. 

- Help your child with adding and subtracting within 20, including counting on and back to find the answer.  

- Talk to your child about them moving up to Year One—What are they looking forward to? Worried about? What would they like to know before 
they move? 


